
The object of the game: 
Roll the two fuzzy dice quickly until they add up to six in order to keep another 
player from numbering their paper all the way to 100. (Read How to Play for all 
the deets!)

How many people can play? 
As many as you like - from 2 to 100! (Well, 100 might be a lot...)

Where should you play? 
Since the dice are big and soft, you can play almost anywhere! A table, the floor, 
your trampoline, the back seat of the car, even the library - if you can stay as quiet 
as the dice!

Here’s what you need: 
A sheet of paper for each player (Got 5 players? Get 5 sheets of paper!)
ONE writing utensil, pen, or pencil. (You all share the same one, making it even 
more crazy!)
The big fuzzy dice in this subscription box. (Sure, you can play it with regular 
dice, but Pajama Parties are all about cozy, fuzzy fun!)

How to set up the game: 
Place a piece of paper in front of each player. 
Set out the two fuzzy dice and a writing utensil in the center of everyone. 
Play some fun music in the background, like the True Girl Original Music album!
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How To Play
Choose who goes first.  You could start with the youngest, the oldest, the one 
whose birthday is soonest, or maybe the one who’s sleepiest!
That player grabs the fuzzy dice and begins to roll them over and over quickly 
until the two dice add up to six! There are three possible combinations for the 
dice to add up to six: 1 + 5, 2 + 4 and 3 + 3
As soon as they get a six, they grab the writing utensil and start numbering 
their paper from 1-100.
Meanwhile, the player to the left grabs the dice and starts rolling to get those 
two fabulous fuzzy dice to add up to six.
As soon as that player gets two dice that add up to six, they grab the writing 
utensil out of the player’s hand that is holding it and start numbering their 
paper from 1-100, while the player to their left starts rolling for sixes!
Play continues around the players like this until someone has numbered their 
paper all the way to 100.

Important Rule: 
You always roll both dice at the same time. So you don’t roll a 4 with one and then 
just roll the other one until you get a 2.

Do you see how having just one shared writing utensil makes things a little bit 
crazier? Players are going to be yanking that thing out of other players’ hands so 
they can start numbering their paper ASAP! It’s all in good fun! Just be careful with 
it and have a blast! Stay POSITIVE with your PEERS under the PRESSURE! (See 
what we did there?)

How to Win: 
The first player to number their paper all the way up to 100 is the winner of this game!

Fun Variations: 
Say the person writing to 100 has to do it with the hand they don’t usually 
use to write. So a right-handed friend would have to number her paper using 
her left hand! 
Pick up and roll the dice with your feet! 
Roll for doubles of any number instead of six-es!
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